Health Matters in Architectural History
Questions
Question for the panelists. What according to you lessons we are
need to learn from COVID-19 experience, in plannig and
construction medical and health infrastructures of post-COVID-19
era? Thanks! Shmuel
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Shmuel Yerushalmi

My upwriten (first) question with any correction. Please to ask from this version.
Question for the panelists. What according to you lessons we are need to learn
from COVID-19 experience, in the time plannig and construction medical and
health infrastructures of post-COVID-19 era? Thanks! Shmuel

According to projections, we will see a zoonotic pandemic every 46 years. How will hospital designs change to accomodate that?
Sumita Singha
Question for Louisa- Do you feel that the change in memorials
being used in new ways, as in being redecorated for political
change or COVID memorials renders the original memorials
meaning or intention voided? Do these reclaimed memorials now
stand to serve only their new purpose as we move forward?
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Anonymous Attendee

Such a great question- thank you. Maybe it is both your points- that that they gain
in meaning, through the layers of occupation and intervention?
2/18/2022 11:28 2/18/2022 11:32
There are some excellent scholarship on the issue of “spontaneous” or living
memorials.
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Anonymous Attendee
Anonymous Attendee

Wonderful- I agree with you on this point as well, they almost take on hybrid
meanings wherein they do not lose the old but someone melt with the new!
Exactly! Such a great point.

Anonymous Attendee

And more one. When you will ask my question, please to mention
my name.
Shmuel Yerushalmi
Question for Bill. What according to you, modern medical
architects can to learn and use today, from planning and design
hospital and other medical infrastructures in ancient islamic age?
Thanks! Shmuel
Shmuel Yerushalmi
health care design is not a template that can be imposed on all
people. some cutural groups engage the family as part of the care
of a patient. I remember when a family brought their mobile home
to the hospital to be there with their family member. they even
wanted to bring their own food to feed their family patient.
Anonymous Attendee
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-30/whatarchitecture-learned-from-tb-hospitals
Charles Kaminski
Daniela mentioned her use of alternative methods or frameworks
when studying the topic of Epidemic Urbanism (considering air as
commons, studying the body in space). Does the intangible nature
of germs, viruses, and epidemics demand this microbial /
anatomical approach to architectural history? Further, what
alternative methods or frameworks are the other panelists
employing in their research?
Mary Begley
Has Dr Mayo’s concepts for “the patient first” been acknowledged
in hospital/clinic design in US healthcare. His philosophy of medical
design influenced the design of the Mayo Clinic which surounds
patients with beauty .
marion phillips
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Totally! Cultural diversity is a key consideration for healthcare spaces which is
often suppressed - in my understanding, a victim of the long assumed
"objectivity"/"cultural neutrality" of science (including medicine).
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